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William J. Andrews 
Barrister & Solicitor 

1958 Parkside Lane, North Vancouver, BC, Canada, V7G 1X5 
Phone: 604-924-0921, Fax: 604-924-0918, Email: wjandrews@shaw.ca 

 

February 15, 2011 

British Columbia Utilities Commission  
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street, Box 250  
Vancouver, BC, V6Z 2N3  
Attn: Erica Hamilton, Secretary 
By Web Posting 
 

Dear Madam: 

Re: British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 
BCUC Order No. G204-10 
Residential Inclining Block (RIB) Re-Pricing Application 
BCUC Project No. 3698617 

This is the final written submission of the B.C. Sustainable Energy Association and the Sierra 
Club of British Columbia (BCSEA, et al), pursuant to the regulatory timetable set out in Order 
No. G204-10. This submission is filed prior to the February 28, 2011 deadline for submissions so 
that other intervenors that wish to comment on it can do so in their submissions.  

BCSEA, et al propose that the Commission approve a RIB re-pricing formula as follows: 

1. The Basic Charge increases annually by inflation. 

2. Step 1 increases annually by no less than inflation. (More re Step 1 below.) 

3. Step 2 is calculated residually to maintain class revenue neutrality, up to CARC1 plus 
10% or LRMC.2 

4. In the event that Step 2 is capped at either CARC plus 10% or LRMC, then Step 1 is 
calculated residually to maintain class revenue neutrality. 

5. The RIB pricing will be re-visited at the earlier of when (a) the Step-2 energy rate reaches 
LRMC or (b) circumstances otherwise require.  

The RIB re-pricing formula proposed by BCSEA, et al is designed to meet the following 
objectives: 

1. The primary objective is to maximize cumulative conservation savings, subject to 
appropriate bill impact constraints.  

2. The Step 1 rate should not decline at any point, because that would send an inappropriate 
price signal from a conservation perspective.3  

                                                           
1 CARC = class average rate change. 
2 LRMC = long-run marginal cost of new supply. 
3 BC Hydro acknowledges that “there could be situations where the Step-1 rate declines and 
encourages increased consumption…” Exhibit B-2, BC Hydro response to BCSEA IR 1.8.1. 
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3. The increase in Step 2 should be subject to a bill impact limit, proposed as CARC plus 
10%.  

4. Step 2 should not exceed LRMP, in the current RIB design context.4 

5. Maintaining design class revenue neutrality is a mandatory constraint, therefore when 
Step 2 is capped (by reaching CARC plus 10% or LRMC) Step 1 must increase 
residually. It is understood that this decreases the gap between Step 1 and Step 2 and 
hence decreases ‘rate structure conservation,’ but that is a necessary consequence of 
imposing a bill impact limit on changes to Step 2. 

6. The Basic Charge is ‘left alone’ (increasing at inflation), because the consequences of a 
significant change in the Basic Charge have not been addressed in evidence in this 
proceeding. 

BCSEA, et al add the following comments: 

1. BC Hydro’s RIB re-pricing proposal is flawed because it is not designed to achieve the 
maximum conservation savings subject to bill impact constraints.5  

2. With respect, BC Hydro’s focus on the “run rate” of structural conservation is misplaced. 
The conservation consequence of a particular rate structure is properly measured by the 
cumulative conservation achieved during the test period, not by what happens to be the 
“run rate” at the end of the test period.  

3. It is appropriate that CARC be reflected primarily in Step 2 (subject to a bill impact cap), 
for three reasons. First, a significant portion of CARC stems from incremental pre-DSM 
load. Second, customers paying Step 2 are more able to reduce consumption in response 
to the price signal than are customers paying only Step 1, because at higher consumption 
rates there are more conservation opportunities. Third, customers paying only Step 1 have 
substantially lower average ability to pay than customers paying Step 2.  

4. The RIB pricing should be re-visited when Step 2 reaches LRMC under the revised re-
pricing formula (if not sooner for other reasons), rather than extending indefinitely (at BC 
Hydro’s option) as proposed by BC Hydro. No one knows exactly when Step 2 will reach 
LRMC, mainly because there is no LRMC forecast in evidence6 and secondarily because 
CARC going forward is only loosely estimated. In any event, if and when Step 2 reaches 
LRMC simple continuation of the current RIB rate design would require all CARC to be 
loaded into Step 1. That would have two negative consequences. First, the size of the gap 
between Step 1 and Step 2 would progressively diminish, thereby reducing the amount of 
structural conservation. Second, customers who pay only Step 1 would see much steeper 
bill increases (proportionately) than would customers who pay Step 2. That is a scenario 
not addressed in the 2008 RIB Rate Decision7 for F2009 and F2010 or the 2011 RRA 

                                                           
4 BCSEA, et al do not rule out consideration of a Step 2 rate greater than LRMP in some future 
conservation rate design context. However, the concept does go beyond the current Commission-
approved RIB design and hence is outside the scope of this proceeding.   
5 BCSEA, et al’s RIB re-pricing proposal is designed to maximize conservation savings at any 
given level of bill impact limit.  
6 Exhibit B-2, BC Hydro response to BCSEA IR1.2.1. 
7 BCUC Order No. G-124-08. 
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Decision8 for F2011. It follows that when Step 2 reaches LRMC the RIB rate structure 
should be re-visited. 

5. BCSEA, et al support RIB re-pricing based on a bill impact limit of CARC plus 10%, 
which as BC Hydro acknowledges is consistent with its approach in previous 
proceedings.9 In the alternative, if the Commission is inclined to adopt a bill impact limit 
lower than CARC plus 10% then BCSEA, et al’s RIB re-pricing proposal above could be 
modified in point 3 without changing the other elements.  

 
All the above is respectfully submitted. 

Yours truly, 

William J. Andrews 
 

 
Barrister & Solicitor 

cc.  Distribution List by email 

                                                           
8 BCUC Order No. G-180-10. 
9 Exhibit B-2, BC Hydro response to BCUC IR1.2.1. 


